
Premier Success

Get the Most Out of Wave Analytics. Immediately.

Get Success Resources: 

Exclusive access to customer success managers, 
programs, and communities that provide you 
with best practices, adoption strategies, proactive 
recommendations, and release readiness. 
Premier Success also includes access to Salesforce 
Accelerators— targeted service engagements 
delivered by Salesforce experts, designed to help 
you achieve specific business objectives.

Get Rapid Support: 

When critical issues arise, our mist skilled technical 
resources will respond within one hour. Whether 
you have how-to questions, technical issues, or need 
developer support when building custom applications, 
we give you fast, expert answers.

Get Enhanced Training:

Get your team up to speed faster with solution videos 
that demonstrate how Wave Analytics  solves your 
business challenges.

Wave Analytics
Premier Success Plans

C ustomer success is a top priority at Salesforce and every Wave Analytics customer gets a Standard Success Plan 
for online support and training. However, our most successful customers take advantage of our Premier Success 
Plans and achieve a higher return on their Salesforce investment. Premier Success Plans include the right 

combination of support, online training, and resources designed to:

      Increase user productivity

      Ensure business continuity and minimize risk

      Drive the evolution of your sales and marketing programs

Premier Success provides 24/7 customer support with rapid response times. It also includes customized training plans and 
personalized success resources to deliver best practice advice and recommendations.



FEATURES STANDARD PREMIER PREMIER+

Support initial response time by case Severity Level1 2 business days2 Severity 1: 1 hour3

Severity 2: 2 hours3

Severity 3: 4 hours4

Severity 4: 8 hours4

Severity 1: 1 hour3

Severity 2: 2 hours3

Severity 3: 4 hours4

Severity 4: 8 hours4

Online access to Standard Success resources:  
Help, knowledge base, and “Getting Started” training

Access to Premier Success resources: Premier Toolkit, 
user adoption programs, and release programs

24/7 toll-free phone support

Premier Developer Support

Access to Success Managers

Access to Accelerators

Administration services to update your Salesforce solution5

1. Severity level definitions: 
 Severity 1: Critical - Production issue affecting all users; system unavailability; data integrity issues 
 Severity 2: Urgent - Persistent issue affecting many users; major functionality is impacted; significant performance degradation 
 Severity 3: High - System performance issue or bug affecting some but not all users 
 Severity 4: Medium - Inquiries about routine technical issues; information requests on application capabilities, navigation, installation, or configuration 
2. Excluding holidays 
3. 24/7 Severity 1 and 2 coverage includes weekends and holidays 
4. Severity 3 and 4 target response times include local business hours only and exclude weekends and holidays 
5. See appendix for list of Administration Services

Premier+ Success

Extend your team with the Premier+ Success Plan for all the benefits of Premier Success, plus:

Get Configuration Help: 

Request assistance with over a dozen routine configuration updates like creating roles, datasets, lenses, 
and dashboards. Our team of certified experts updates your instance of Salesforce.



Premier Developer Support

Premier+ Administration Services

Premier Developer Support, included with the Premier Success and Premier+ Success Plans, helps your developers extend 
your use of Wave Analytics by providing sample API code as well as assistance with troubleshooting.

Administration Services, included with the Premier+ Success Plan, gives you access to more than a dozen Wave Analytics-
specific administrative services that increase your admin capabilities and capacity. Our team of certified administrators helps 
maintain and update your Salesforce instance with services such as creating roles, datasets, lenses, and dashboards.

YOUR CHALLENGES TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION HOW WE HELP

How do I learn more about platform 
functionality?

Wave Objects, Methods, and Properties
We provide examples, use cases, and details 
on Wave Platform Objects and their related 
functionality.

How do I determine which API to use and how 
to leverage it?

Wave and Force.com API
We provide key API examples and descriptions to 
help you get answers faster.

How do I improve performance of my queries 
and ensure they are working correctly?

Query performance and troubleshooting

We help you determine performance 
improvements by examining queries and 
troubleshooting specific SQL, JSON, and APEX 
code.

How do I get help with my custom dataflows 
and dashboards?

Dataflows and dashboard query logic
We will help troubleshoot  up to 200 lines of 
JSON so that you can be confident about your 
application.

How do I find out why datasets are not 
uploaded or troubleshoot errors with my 
dashboards and lenses?

Analysis of logs and error messaging

We will help you by diagnosing log files, job 
schedulers, and error messaging specific to 
the Wave platform so that you can minimize 
disruption to your users.

How do I find more limiting data for specific 
users?

Predicate filters and row-level security
We will help you understand how to limit visibility 
of certain data to specific users and roles.

(table continued on next page)

ADMINISTRATION SERVICES  
CATEGORIES/TASKS DESCRIPTION BUSINESS IMPACT

SETUP AND CUSTOMIZATION

User Permissions: Wave Analytics
Update your users so that they have access 
to Wave Analytics, the right Builder/Explorer 
licenses, apps, and the Wave sales app.

Get up and running with Wave Analytics immediately 
by granting the right access to your Salesforce users. 

Create and Update Roles and Role 
Hierarchies

Ensure that only key users have access to 
Wave Analytics apps, datasets, lenses, and 
dashboards.

Save time and ensure that the right users have access 
to specific Wave Analytics objects, datasets, and apps.

APPS VISIBILITY AND SHARING

Create New Apps 
Create new apps to store datasets, dashboards, 
and lenses.

Have our experts maintain visibility and security for 
your Wave Analytics apps.

Delete Apps Delete apps that are no longer needed.
Let our experts help you remove unneeded Wave 
Analytics apps and create a better organized view for 
your users.

Modify Sharing Permissions Share apps with other users.
Ensure that you’re giving visibility to the right people to 
encourage collaboration.



Premier Success Plans exclude the initial implementation of Salesforce; data migrations, data management or manipulation (de-duping, merging, cleansing); copy from one org/object to another; 
Flow, AppExchange installs/uninstalls/customization, VLOOKUPs, and custom code; assistance with non-Salesforce products, services or technologies, including implementation, administration, 
or use of third-party enabling technologies such as databases, computer networks, or communications systems; assistance with installation or configuration of hardware, including computers, 
hard drives, networks, or printers; and creation or testing of custom code, including SQL queries, except as provided under Developer Support.

For assistance with Salesforce password resets, users should click the “Forgot your password?” link on the login page or contact their system administrator. For assistance with Salesforce 
usernames, users should contact their system administrator. For assistance with Salesforce lockouts due to incorrect login attempts, users should contact their system administrator to unlock the 
account, or wait for the lockout period to expire. 

ADMINISTRATION SERVICES  
CATEGORIES/TASKS DESCRIPTION BUSINESS IMPACT

MOBILE

Analytics Mobile App
Create and update mobile configurations to 
ensure users have access to the Wave Analytics 
mobile application.

Save time and have our experts ensure access to the 
mobile app for all your users.

DATA

Create a New Dataset From CSV
Create new datasets from CSV. With the 
appropriate schema provided by customer.

Save time and ensure your data is up to date.

Create a New Dataset From Salesforce
Link objects from Salesforce and generate 
datasets within Wave Analytics.

Reduce errors by having our experts connect 
Salesforce data for you.

Handling Incremental Updates Only update new information from Datasets.
Save time by having our experts keep your data 
consistent with your directions.

Delete Datasets Remove datasets from Wave Analytics.
Save time by having our experts keep your datasets 
current.

LENSES AND DASHBOARDS

Create and Modify Lenses
Create lenses from customer instructions. Does 
not include custom lenses.

Save time by having our experts quickly create lenses 
for you.

Create and Modify Dashboards
Generate dashboards with customer 
instructions. Does not include custom 
dashboards.

Save time by having our experts quickly create 
dashboards for you.

Embed Lenses and Dashboards
Embed lenses and dashboards into Account 
Detail pages.

Save time and reduce errors by having our experts 
embed your lenses and dashboards into Account 
Detail pages for you.

For More Information 
Contact your account executive 
to learn how we can help you 
accelerate your CRM success.
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